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Visual Thinking 
"Design is thinking made Visual"  - Saul Bass

I stay positive and always look on the bright side of things. I visualize my goals for attaining success. Visual
Thinking is the foundation for being creative and solving some of the most complex problems.  The greatest
challenge is stating the problem in a way that will allow a solution. It refers to learning of new information
and organizing thoughts by visually processing them.
It is a practical cognitive exercise where knowledge is  mapped. It helps the learners to express their
internal thinking process, hence making them more clear and actionable hence improvising on critical
thinking and communication skills.
Everyone is born creative. Visual thinking doesn’t happen overnight. It requires more practice to tap the
hidden creativity. At TIPS we encourage students to practice visual thinking skills which helps them to
process and  share their information, ideas & opinions.
Discover India was one of the evidence of Visual thinking where children researched and visualised the
various aspects of Indian states and made models on it. Spotlight was thrown on unique and exclusive fields of
Indian nation which helped parents to understand the different Art forms, Indian Tourism, Technology,
Indian constitution and Career development opportunities. 
After Discover India parents had an opportunity to discuss their ward’s performance and exchange feedback
with the facilitators. 
Book expo was also organised which provided an excellent opportunity to build students' home libraries and
develop their reading and comprehension skills. This practice enables families to make reading a family event.
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Look Out Notice

Follow us on:
       Youtube
https://www.youtube.com/@tipscoimbatore9384
      Instagram
https://www.instagram.com/tipscoimbatore/
      Facebook
https://www.facebook.com/tipscoimbatore
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